ADDENDUM

MINUTES OF NOVEMBER 30 1920

Roll Call

Southern League Sec. I.- E. D. Shoemaker of Coronado
Orange League- Mr. Lewis of Fullerton

Mr. Hughes of Hollywood suggested that the advisability of changing Eligibility Rule "D" be referred to the several leagues for discussion and the several leagues instruct representatives how to vote. He suggested the following amendment:

"No student, within the jurisdiction of the C.I.F. S-S who has changed schools within the limits of the Section is eligible to compete with the new school until after a residence of one semester. It is to be understood that this does not apply to students coming from outside the jurisdiction of this section of the C.I.F."

This would be the same as omitting the following words from "D": "Nor to students who are compelled to change from one school to another because of change of residence of Parents."

G. M. Green, Secretary

NOTE: Mr. Wise of San Diego just telephoned that my minutes are wrong where I state: "It was agreed that if Long Beach vs. Whittier vs. San Diego showed a score which differed by 21 or more points the loser would be out of the semi-finals."

Mr. Wise contends that Mr. Moore of Long Beach made the suggestion, but that he, Mr. Wise, objected and that no vote was taken.

G. M. Green, Sec.
To the Principals,

High Schools of Southern California.

Dear Friends:

The press of Long Beach seems to have been inspired to belittle the C.I.F. There are always two sides to every question and it seems but fair to put before you the facts.

FIRST - THE THREE FREE LANCE SCHOOLS.
Long Beach had trouble with the City League and some schools of that League insisted on her withdrawing.
Whittier had trouble with the Orange League and some schools of that League insisted on her withdrawing.
San Diego had no trouble with the Orange League except that the schools of that League felt she was too far away.

SECOND - THE ACTION OF THE C.I.F.
There was but one of two things for us to do, either put these three schools in one League, (which they did not want), or make each a "Free Lance". The latter was the action taken except that the C.I.F. insisted that each of these schools must win three out of a schedule of five games with representative high schools. Said schedule to be submitted to and approved by the President of the C.I.F. before play started.

THIRD - THE SCHEDULES SUBMITTED.
Long Beach submitted the following schedule:
Harvard-San Diego-Whittier-Pasadena, which was approved.
San Diego submitted the following schedule:
Franklin-Fullerton-Orange-Long Beach, which was approved.
Whittier submitted no schedule, (to my knowledge)

*Note - From the above it would seem that Long Beach would have had no schedule without the games with San Diego and Whittier. I understand that she played three or more games with teams outside our jurisdiction and used ineligible men.

**Note - San Diego won the game from Fullerton, yet no one objected to Fullerton taking part in the semi-finals.

FOURTH - THE SEMI-FINALS.
The C.I.F. then said to San Diego, "You must not only win three of your five games (which she did) but you must win from San Diego County League, Imperial County League and then from Santa Barbara League vs San Fernando League before you can meet the winner of the City vs Long Beach game.

FIFTH - MR. MOORE'S PROPOSITION.
Mr. Moore of Long Beach made a proposition to Mr. Wise of San Diego that if in their game the loser lost by a score which showed a difference of 21 or more points, the loser would be out of the semi-finals. Mr. Wise objected to this on the grounds that San Diego had won her three out of five games and would rather forfeit to Long Beach if playing would keep her out of the semi-finals.